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Jovian moons
• On 10 January 1610 

Galileo Galilei was able 
to separate the motion 
of the Jovian satellites 
from that of the planet.


• It took 300 years to 
move from dots to 
continuous curves, 
with muted horizontal 
lines, that report every 
position of the moons.

Sky & Telescope, 1988 [EI 100].!3



Sunspots

E. W. Maunder, 1904 [EI 22].Christopher Schneier, 1630 [EI 21].
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Space-time narratives

(from the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum)
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Space-time narratives

un.org
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David Eltis and David Richardson, Atlas of the 
Transatlantic Slave Trade (New Haven, 2010).



Relational graphics

• The invention of data graphics required replacing the 
coordinates of the map with more abstracts measures, 
not based on geographical analogy


• moving from maps and time series to fully abstract 
statistical graphics was a big step


• thousands of years passed before this step was taken


• Lambert, Playfair, and others in the 18th century
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From overlapping time 
series...

J. H. Lambert, Essai d’hygrométrie ou sur la mesure de l’humidité, Mémoires

de l’Académie Royale des Science et Belles-Lettres, 1769.
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...to relational graphics

X = temperature


Y = measured rate
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Graphical excellence
• In summary, graphical excellence is the well-designed presentation of 

interesting data


•  it is a matter of substance, of statistics, and of design


• Graphical excellence consists of complex ideas communicated with 
clarity, precision and efficiency or, it should give to the viewer


• the greatest number of ideas


• in the shortest time


• with the least ink


• in the smallest space
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Visualisations in  
decision-making

• John Snow's discovery of cholera was an example of a 
successful use of visualisations as part of decision 
making


• What if things don't go well?
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PowerPoint is evil? [Decision making] (35)

!12

https://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/powerpoint 

…popular PowerPoint templates (ready-made designs) usually weaken verbal and spatial reasoning, and almost always corrupt statistical analysis.



Space shuttle Columbia 
disaster in 2003

• A piece of insulating 
foam from the external 
fuel tank damaged the 
thermal protection 
system of the left wing 
during the launch.


• During re-entry the 
breach to the thermal 
protection system 
allowed superheated 
air to penetrate the left 
wing, eventually 
destroying the orbiter.
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How the problem was reported:

https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/2203main_COL_debris_boeing_030123.pdf 



Slide used by NASA:
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Meaning: “The review of test data 
shows that the models cannot be 

used to reliably analyse tile damage”

It is finally revealed at the 
bottom that the models are 
used outside their area of 

validity

Unexplained abbreviation

significantly = 
modelling error

significant =
large amount of energy

significant =
everyone dies

significantly =
we are outside the validity area of the model

6 levels of 
hierarchy!



Better?
Foam strike may have caused critical damage to Columbia

• We reviewed the data used to create the Crater damage model, used
to model the spray-on foam insulation (SOFI) collisions with tiles

– Crater overpredicted SOFI penetration of tile coating

– It is possible that the SOFI piece did not penetrate Columbia’s tiles

• However, STS-107 flight condition was far outside of test database!

– The volume of the SOFI pieces that struck Columbia was 640 times

larger than what has been tested (1920 in
3 vs. 3 in

3)

• The pieces that hit Columbia may have had enough energy for the
soft SOFI to penetrate the relatively hard tile coating

– Test results show tile penetration is possible when SOFI impacts with

sufficient mass and velocity

• SOFI can cause critical damage if it penetrates the tile!

Bottom line: the foam strike is a safety-of-flight issue!
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Telling the truth about the data
• It is easy to make misleading visualizations by 

purpose or by mistake

• A visualization can be misleading, even if it is 
"technically correct"

Use of drugs in various age groups [Graphical integrity] (41)

75 % of the Finns are drug users.

Helsingin Sanomat, 9 May 2003.

Have 75% 
of the Finns 

tried 
cannabis?

The fractions of people having tried cannabis at 
some point of their lives in various age groups

Percent
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Use of drugs in various age groups [Graphical integrity] (41)

75 % of the Finns are drug users.

Helsingin Sanomat, 9 May 2003.

The fractions of people having tried cannabis at 
some point of their lives in various age groups
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Lying with graphics
• It is easy to lie using visualisation


• It is important to know how visual quantities are perceived 
(even "technically correct" visualisation can be misleading)

1. Introduction

The past year we have seen some surprising turns in the world economy. After a couple of cheerful

years of so called New Economy, stockbrokers were issuing warnings of an expected downturn. And

down we went.

But what happened then? Enron. And with them almost overnight one of the worlds biggest

auditing firms Andersen simply ceased to exist. Enron had been supporting the Republicans. And

when I say supporting, I don't mean that the employees used to cheer for the politicians during

congress meetings - no, you know what kind of supporting I mean. But when shortly after that the

Democratic Party backing WorldCom announced that they had accounted for 7 billion of dollars

that didn't have any counterpart in Real World dollars, even Mr W got a bit upset. "From now on

any dot-com that funds the Democrats will have to report their earnings truthfully, or else..." he

declared.

So with the threath of facing 20 years of jail - merciful as he is, W didn't, at least yet, threaten with

the chair he has back home in Texas - accountants all over the USA are now faced with the dull

prospects of only accounting for money that actually exists, as we used to do back in the good Old

Economy days. But that of course poses some new challenges. "How are we going to make the

investors like us, if we have to tell them the truth?" some might ask. One might even argue that if

this kind of creative accounting had not been allowed during the last years, we might never have

seen any of the New Economy that, after all, was a happy time wasn't it?  

But maybe all is not lost, my friends. Even if the actual numbers will now have to be truthful, there

still are some tricks a dot-com might turn to. This paper discusses the art of making charts that lie,

while being technically correct. Accountants all over the world will be delighted to find, that it's

possible to make a financial report that at the same time is 100% correct but also looks good. It is

kind of like painting pretty pictures next to a horrible story. The logic of using such misleading

graphics in forthcoming financial reports would therefore be:

1. When given a choice, most readers will rather look at the colorful graphics of a

report than the actual numbers presented in a dull table.

2. It is possible to make such graphics look much better than the underlying statistics,

while at the same time preserving their integrity - or shall we say at least technical

correctness.

In the following pages we will learn some techniques, to make such charts. Each technique is

presented separately, as a kind of building block. It's left to the reader to combine suitable

techniques in order to achieve the best possible results for his financial report. After presenting the

various techniques of deception, some real world examples are also investigated.

3

This and some of the following illustrations by H. Ingo
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Graphical integrity
• Much of the (first half of) 20th century focused on the question of 

how charts might fool a viewer


• the use of graphics for serious data analysis was largely ignored


• Data graphics were meant only for showing the obvious to the 
ignorant, which led to two fruitless paths


• the graphics had to be alive, communicatively dynamic, 
overdecorated, and exaggerated (otherwise, the dullards would 
fall asleep)


• the main task of graphical analysis was to detect and denounce 
deception (because the dullards could not protect themselves)
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Graphical integrity
• John Tukey (1915-2000) started making statistical charts respectable in 1960s, 

putting an end to the view that graphics were only for decorating numbers


• American mathematician and a world-class data analyst


• new designs and their effective use in the exploration of complex data


• forerunner of interactive graphics


• invented box plot


• invented the word "bit"


•  focus how can we use graphics as instruments for reasoning


•  less focus on deceptive graphics
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Discuss and try to figure out what is wrong in each graph.

(a) (b) (c)

!22



Distortion in data graphics
• A graphic does not distort if the visual and 

numerical representations are consistent


• What then is the visual representation of 
the data?


• as physically measured on the surface 
of the graphics?


• or, as the perceived visual effect?


• How do we know that the visual image 
really represents the underlying numbers?

!23



Distortion in data graphics
• Perception of graphics varies: we can only hope for


• presenting graphics in a consistent manner, and


• assurance that the perceiver has a fair chance to get the numbers right


• Two principles lead towards those goals:


1. if numbers are represented by visual elements then they should be 
directly proportional to perceived magnitude of the visual elements


2. use clear, detailed and thorough labelling to defeat graphical 
distortion and ambiguity


• write out explanations, and label important events in the data

!24



Lie factor

This paper was written as part of a course in Information visualization, at Helsinki University of

Technology. Most ideas are drawn from or have at least been inspired by the two coursebooks"The

Visual display of quantitative information"[1] by Edward Tufte and "Information visualization:

perception for design"[3] by Colin Ware. Most basic tricks have their roots in Tufte while the more

advanced tricks that play with the shortcomings in the psychology of our vision are from Ware.

It is my humble wish that it may help US accountants save the world economy.

Question: 

(totally unrelated to the topic of the paper) 

If the financial boost during the so called New Economy was

only a boost on paper - that is, none of the fuzz actually

existed as real money - is it then also true, that the current

depression is also only a depression on paper, since there

never really was any money to be lost?

2. Basic concepts and tools
Before we start looking into the various techniques, let's start with introducing a couple of concepts,

that will be used in evaluating the techniques.

The Lie Factor

The lie factor is a concept that is introduced in Edward Tuftes book "The Visual display of

quantitative information"[1]. The idea of the lie factor is to express in numbers, how much a graphic

deviates from the actual data it should represent. The formula for calculating the lie factor is thus:

lie factor!
size of effect shown in graphic

actual effect in data
(1)

For instance, if we have a simple table with two numbers:

Table 1: Example data for lie factor graphics

year earnings

2001 100

2002 100

The basic bar chart would then become:

Chart 1: Truthfull representation of data

4

2001 2002

100 100

This paper was written as part of a course in Information visualization, at Helsinki University of

Technology. Most ideas are drawn from or have at least been inspired by the two coursebooks"The

Visual display of quantitative information"[1] by Edward Tufte and "Information visualization:

perception for design"[3] by Colin Ware. Most basic tricks have their roots in Tufte while the more

advanced tricks that play with the shortcomings in the psychology of our vision are from Ware.

It is my humble wish that it may help US accountants save the world economy.

Question: 

(totally unrelated to the topic of the paper) 

If the financial boost during the so called New Economy was

only a boost on paper - that is, none of the fuzz actually

existed as real money - is it then also true, that the current

depression is also only a depression on paper, since there

never really was any money to be lost?

2. Basic concepts and tools
Before we start looking into the various techniques, let's start with introducing a couple of concepts,

that will be used in evaluating the techniques.

The Lie Factor

The lie factor is a concept that is introduced in Edward Tuftes book "The Visual display of

quantitative information"[1]. The idea of the lie factor is to express in numbers, how much a graphic

deviates from the actual data it should represent. The formula for calculating the lie factor is thus:

lie factor!
size of effect shown in graphic

actual effect in data
(1)

For instance, if we have a simple table with two numbers:

Table 1: Example data for lie factor graphics

year earnings

2001 100

2002 100

The basic bar chart would then become:

Chart 1: Truthfull representation of data

4

2001 2002

100 100

Graphical integrity [Previous lecture] (7)

• It is easy to lie using visualizations, by purpose or mistake

• It is important to know how visual quantities are perceived (technically
correct visualization can be misleading)

Oil prices Circulation of periodicals 2003
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Example: fuel economy 
standards (1978)

• from 18 mpg (1978) to 27.5 mpg (1985)


• (27.5-18)/18 = 53% increase in data


• (5.3-0.6)/0.6 = 783% increase in (perceived?) length


• Lie factor = 783% / 53% = 14.8
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Example: fuel economy
• Peculiarities:


• Future is in the front (not in the horizon)


• The dates remain constant size


• The numbers and the road shrinking because of


• Change in values


• Perspective
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Example: fuel economy
• The non-lying version, with 

proper context


• new cars standards 
compared with average cars 
on the road


•  plot reveals dynamics of fuel 
economy


• slow startup


• fast growth


• final stabilization

 28



Another example

Graphical integrity [Previous lecture] (7)

• It is easy to lie using visualizations, by purpose or mistake

• It is important to know how visual quantities are perceived (technically
correct visualization can be misleading)

Oil prices Circulation of periodicals 2003

!29



Yet another trick: 
manipulating the axisConsider the development of the Nokia stock over the past 5 years2:

Chart 9: 5 year history of Nokias stock, linear scale

The curve seems to be rather smooth until the end of 1999 when it suddenly starts rising. During

2000 the ups and downs are extreme, but towards 2002 the curve smoothens again. The New

Economy bubble is evident. Or is it...

Chart 10: 5 year history of Nokias stock, log10 curve

What bubble? Sure the stocks seem to rise during 1998, but other than that this curve seems very

smooth. What's happening here?

The former chart shows the development of the literal value of the stock. The latter chart on the

2 Closing rates at NYSE according to http://finance.yahoo.com

10
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Axis trick 2: inflation
Inflation [Graphical integrity] (43)

Playfair was first

to make a plot on

government spending

without taking the

inflation into account.

The impression of

skyrocketing gov-

ernment spendings

was increased by the

fact that the graph is

taller than it is wide.

William Playfair, 1786 [T 64]!31



Design and data variation
• Each part of a graphic generates visual expectations about its 

other parts


• these expectations often determine what the eyes actually see


• incorrect extrapolation of visual expectations, generated at 
one place on the graphics, deceives in other places


• A typical example is a scale moving at regular intervals, ... we 
expect it to move to the very end in a coherent fashion


• Let’s see what happens with the muddling or trickery of non-
uniform changes...
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Car speedometer



Example: Nobel prizes
• Irregular scale concocts a pseudo-

decline


• the first seven intervals are 10-yr  
long


• the rightmost is only 4-yr  long


• As a result, a conspicuous feature 
of the chart is an apparent fall of all 
the curves


• The sole effect is design variation!


American National Science 
Foundation (1976)

 34



Example: Nobel prizes
• corrected figure with the 

actual data


• mixing design variation with 
actual data variation 
generates ambiguity and 
deception


• the eye can mix up changes 
in the design with changes 
in the data


• Show data variation, not 
design variation!

 35



Example: Planned 
Parenthood

• An actual  chart cited by an 
actual US congressman!


• "That graphic is a damn lie. 
Regardless of whatever people 
think of this issue, this 
distortion is ethically wrong" 
Alberto Cairo

http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2015/oct/01/jason-chaffetz/chart-shown-planned-
parenthood-hearing-misleading-/  36



Example: Planned 
Parenthood

• same y-axis for all 
lines


• missing 
intermediate points 
added


• additional context 
from other 
spending

Improved figure

Services Provided by Planned Parenthood

Abortions

Cancer

Screenings &

Prevention

Services

STI/STD

testing and

treatment

Contraception

Pregnancy

tests and

prenatal

services

Other services

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

0

1,250,000

2,500,000

3,750,000

5,000,000

• same y -axis for all lines
• missing intermediate points added
• additional context from other spending!37

http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2015/oct/01/jason-chaffetz/chart-shown-
planned-parenthood-hearing-misleading-/ 



Context matters

without context with context

!38



Visual area and numerical 
measure

• an increase of 454% is 
depicted as an increase of 
4280%


• Lie Factor?


• The viewer gets mixed up by 
the fact that a barrel (3D) 
represented by area (2D) is 
used to show 1D data,


The Time magazine (1979)
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Perception of surface
• Many experiments on the visual perception of graphics have been 

conducted


• people look at lines  of varying length, circles  of different areas and then 
recording their assessments of the numerical quantities


• E.g., the perceived area of a circle grows more slowly than the actual 
measured area,


• However, different persons see the same areas somewhat differently


• perceptions change with experience


• perceptions are context-dependent

perceived area = (actual area)↵ , ↵ = 0.8± 0.3
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Height or volume?Height or volume? [Graphical integrity] (39)

H. Ingo

Soneras profits 1997–2001

lie factor =

�
1506
220

�3

�
1506
220

� = 47
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DistractionsDistractions [Graphical integrity] (42)

Decorating graphics does not necessarly mean lying, but decorations can

be used to distract the reader.

[VE 65].

Strong frames and capital letters make the text hard to read. There is a

negative white space between the words and the border.

?, [EI 34].
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Theory of data graphics

• Some patterns of good graphics start to emerge...

!43



Theory of data graphics

• Influential concepts

• Not an exact theory (no quantitative truths, a common sense 
is still needed)

• Theory of human perception will be discussed in later lectures

• How is it useful for me?

- Knowing these things helps to see the difference between 
the good and bad solutions in information visualization

- Terminology is good to know
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Theory of data graphics

• The idea:

- Give the viewer the greatest number of ideas in the 
shortest time

- Use the least amount of ink

- Don’t waste space

- Eliminate non-essentials and redundancies 

• Or:

- Make the graphics as easy to read and as simple as 
possible, while displaying the data fully.
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Which is better?
(a) (b)
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Theory of data graphics

• Data-ink

• Chartjunk

• Multifunctioning graphical elements

• Data density and small multiples

• Aesthetics and techniques
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Data-ink
• Data consists of empty space (white paper) and ink

• Data-ink is the non-erasable and non-redundant core of 
graphics. Erasing data-ink would reduce the amount of 
information transmitted by the graphics

Data-ink ratio =
Data-ink

Total ink used to print the graphics
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Example: low data-ink ratio
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Example: high-data ink ratioExample: high data-ink ratio [Data-ink] (14)

William Playfair, 1786 [T 92].!50



100% data-ink ratioExample: 100 % data-ink ratio [Data-ink] (15)

Kenneth A. Kooi, 1971 [T 93].!51



Sparklines

• compact time series


• data-ink ratio = 1


• labels clear from context


• can be used inline with main text
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Another example

• Most of the ink here is data-
ink


• the dots and labels on the 
diagonal


• with, 10-20 percent non data-
ink


• the grid ticks and the frame
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Improving data-ink ratio
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Improving data-ink ratio
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Maximize data-ink
• It is always a good idea to maximize the data-ink ratio, within 

reason


• The larger the share of data-ink the better, other matters 
being equal


• every bit of ink on a graphic needs a reason


• nearly always that reason being that the ink presents new 
information


• Ink that fails to depict statistical information is uninteresting, 
and often it is also dull
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Maximize data-ink
• To increase the proportion of data-ink use two erasing principles


• erase non data-ink


• erase redundant data-ink


• Non data-ink is ink that fails to depict information, it has little interest to 
the viewer


• sometimes, such non-data-ink clutters up the data


• sometimes, such non-data-ink helps set the stage


• Redundant data-ink depicts information but it does it showing it over and 
over
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Edit and redesign

Kuznicki et al. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 108 (1979), 76.!58



Edit and redesign
• The data-ink ratio is about 

0.6


• 76 data points and the 
reference curve are 
obscured by 63 grid 
marks


• The grid and part of the 
frame can be erased to 
improve the data-ink ratio

 Linus Pauling, General Chemistry, p. 64, 1947
!59



Edit and redesign
• Data-ink ratio improves to 

0.9


• only the frames line are 
uninformative


• erasing the grid marks 
highlights that several of 
the elements do not fit the 
smooth theoretical curve 
so well

 The reference curve is essential in organizing the data, and shows the periodicity 
(the message) by creating a structure, and by giving ordering and hierarchy
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Edit and redesign

 Without the curve we hardly 
detect the periodicity. The curve 
becomes necessary because the 

eye needs guidance

 Restoring the grid totally fails to 
organise the data. The grid marks are 

too powerful and induce visual 
vibration.
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Edit and redesign 
• We can use the erased space


• labels for the initial 
elements of each period


• unusual rare-earths


• also, turned label and 
numbers on the vertical axis


• Message: do not be happy 
with the initial version of your 
graphics!
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Next lecture

• Theory of data graphics (Tufte, Part II)
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